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Introduction to the Scripture

One of the gifts we receive in this strange spiritual practice we call church is the calling and
comfort of community which can hold us in times of trial.

Today’s scripture is from the First Letter of Peter. This is to the Early church, now spread widely,
not just to one community but to a diaspora. Facing persecution, full of advice about how to
face hardships. In introduction of that material, here is a description of how they are to form
themselves as a body.

Sermon

We are continuing this week with our exploration of the various calls of how to Be the Church
that we have been using from our national United Church of Christ.

There have probably been no more immediate or necessary phrases that have leapt to mind for
our common life than ones like “Reject Racism” and “Embrace Diversity.” For a number of
years this has been increasingly apparent in our public discourse, but finally, in Charlottesville,
Virginia this summer, we were shown very plainly what—to be honest, people of color have
been telling us for years: that there is still at the very heart of our soul as a country a wound
from our “original sin” that has not healed. White supremacist and neo-nazi crowds chanting

It was very telling that, the Friday evening of that weekend white supremacist marchers
surrounded a church that was filled with a multi-racial and multi-faith prayer service, preparing
to resist the next day. This, I would say, does not surprise us, because a certain generation
associates church as part of a solution to social and moral ills such as racism. They remember
the not too distant time when Rabbi Heschel and Rev. King and others walked together hand in
hand to overcome structures of racism that we found in our political life together.

In the United Church of Christ we have a heritage that both helps and hinders us in this work.

We are helped by our ancestors in faiths’ deep belief that the church was not a gathering of
people on a Sunday morning, but a collection of saints dedicated in every day and every way to
God and to each other for the transformation and sanctification of their souls and possibly the
world. Put another way, everything was church… they came to the new world and founded
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First Parish Churches and towns in the same breath, they had town meetings in those churches
where they debated matters of faith, and matters of the public well-being (what we now call
politics.) They had a deep belief in the individual conscience of believers to help guide them as
a body in faith and common life.

We are hindered by the fact that though they had ingrained that belief in conscience as a guide,
they were not well suited to diversity beyond that. It is not a secret that the Puritans and
Separatists who landed here accepted diversity of the Spirit within their communities, but
viewed those of differing race, religion, creed, and color suspiciously, or at least with a deep
moral apathy.

So it is with a spirit of healing that many people of our tradition and many people from church
communities around the country marched out together to reconcile and repent and renew their
commitment to a more just society. One of the challenges may just be that we failed to march
back into church together.

The Rev. Dr. King is often quoted as saying there is no more segregated hour than 11am on
Sunday morning. That has not changed much. 

We must own that all too often we have experienced church as a place where we are able to go
to experience the comfort of sameness, and not the challenge of diversity. I know I have my
definition of what a hymn is or isn’t, what prayers I love, and what things feel like… well, don’t
get me to feeling prayerful. But I also know that may ability to define music, or prayer, or
tradition as only those things that my ancestors created is what we often now call a function of
my white privilege. And our ancestors have something to say to me about that.

This First Letter of Peter was sent as a comfort to a hurting church, a church dealing with the
challenge of being gathered in new ways, and being separated and excluded in ways they
could not have imagined. You see, this was new experience for so many, this Christian church:
for most of the new members of the church, they had come from backgrounds in which who
you were, who your parents were, what class, what color you were… that defined your religion.
Religion was hereditary… until all of a sudden, people felt called together Jews and Greeks,
enslaved people and free people,

They were to be a new people, defined by their belief in Jesus. But here I want to be clear, I
think one of the most important things to remember is that to believe in Jesus is to believe in
incarnation: to believe that God would come and be present with us and in us. See, what this
early church was struggling to come to grips with was the simple fact that if Jesus could carry
the image and spirit of the living God… well, you could too. Those who you could never
imagine carrying God’s image, well, they probably were doing right then.

Those who were unlovable, the “stones to be rejected” were to build themselves into a spiritual
house. They were stand as a holy place and symbol for those who could so easily reject the
holiness that was found in the image and humanity of another. They were stand as a vision, a
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kind of prophecy, to those who couldn’t see incarnation, couldn’t see the holiness within each
of us and all of us.

I have to say remembering incarnation has been my challenge this week, in the midst of tragic
news from many parts of the world, but most particularly Las Vegas. One thing it seems we can
be certain of now, is that when we experience mass acts of violence like this, there is a crush to
determine how we will exonerate ourselves as a culture from the violence. We see people rush
to see if the perpetrator is of a particular race, or religion, or background… to see if that will
easily explain away the act, to see if he (or she) is appropriately “other” from us. One of the new
sad realities is to see people rush to determine the mental wellness (as Mary so rightly
mentioned last week) of individuals. Mental Illness seems to be a the category that we are most
comfortable assigning to violent shooters. I was reminded of this, however: people who are
struggling with mental health challenges are 10 times more likely to be the victims of violence.

Stephen Paddock, whatever ever else he was, was a person who had become separated from
humanity, both the humanity within himself, and the humanity of others. I don’t know if he
experienced that as a loss, or as pain, or as grief… but it was all those things, certainly,
because the tragedy of this week could not have happened without that separation, that
undoing in his trust in incarnation.

Once, maybe not recently, or maybe not five minutes ago, each of us has been afraid that were
not of a people. That there was not a holy communion of humanity that would hold us, comfort
us, be with us. Once. We’ve all been sure that we were not a people. But we are God’s
people… all of us. And that is mercy itself. So now we share it, unafraid… of all the violence
and terror of isolation, of broken casino windows, of all the gleaming empire of loneliness we
stand, living stones, resting on one another. Once we were not a people, but now we belong to
each other and to God. Once we had not received mercy, but now we have seen mercy… and
we have found it in the presence of God in another.

Amen.

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1q881g1L_d8  ↩
2. https://www.mentalhealth.gov/basics/myths-facts/index.html  ↩
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